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Abstract 

Numerous studies reported ‘’ how nanomaterials (NMs) can be prepared’.’ However, in this work, we are trying to 
explain some ideas about ‘’the best route and mechanism for synthesizing ideal size and shape for maximum benefit of 
applications’’. The strategy of synthesizing of nanomaterials with different dimensions by highlighting on the supposed 
mechanism that could be helps to select the best conditions for the preparations of nanomaterials will be explained.  
The content also deals with perfect conditions for maximum ideal structure to the great physio-chemical properties and 
minimum disadvantage which may reduce the activity. Keeping in mind the experimental behavior that could be 
enhance the activity of synthesis different types of nanomaterials. 
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1. Introduction

Nanomaterials NMs are achieving extraordinary jump for use in most if not all of nanotechnology applications, due to 
specific physio-chemical behavior such stability, sensitivity with selectivity of functionalization, optical and electrical 
properties. We reported in our previous works, about the preparation of NMs [1-2]   purification [3], characterization 
[4] and applications [5] of different types of NMs. This review is focusing on the size control and shape of synthesized 
NMs which influence directly on charge distribution and ratios of active site for maximum applications ability. NMs may 
shows filament or crystal pyramidal and cubic, which variance in activity and applications.  

2. Strategy of synthesis NMs

NMs could be produced by physical techniques PHTs such sputtering method and mechanical milling or by chemical 
techniques CHTs such pyrolysis and chemical vapor deposition with specific conditions for every method. 
Satyanarayana and Reddy reported that The PHTs mostly produce larger particle size with less ability to control that as 
compare with CHTs and that can relate to manner of synthesis which may top- bottom or inverse respectively [6]. 
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The best technique for synthesizing NMs can be done by CHTs when they built from the center point than growth the 
skeleton of NMs which can be controlled by change the conditions of growth [7]. Rafael et al. refers to the process of 
synthesis NMs with CHTs   by depend on create nuclei species with favorable properties such homogenous size, ratios 
of nuclei in solution, nature and volume of solution, charge surface of nuclei, and temperature of precipitations [8]. All 
of the previous parameters influence on the rate of nucleation then rate of precipitation.  

3. Nuclei for built NMs and thermodynamics  

In the context of synthesis macro materials MMs, the process required reduce the number of nuclei in solution to 
prevent the forming colloidal solution, mostly adsorbed many byproduct species and reduce the criticality of product 
[9]. The process needed for increase the concentration and radius of nuclei until reach to critical value which 
responsible to growth atoms or molecules and forming OD-NM then increase to 1D, 2D, and 3D-NMs and that depended 
with noble-metal [ 8]. After reaching for critical value of concentration and radius nuclei at specific time there is no 
more of nuclei would be forming only growth would be accrued [10].  

The driving forces to forming nuclei and growth to 0D-NMs then orientations the molecules to build layer by layer in 
growth steps for 1D-NMs or continues to 2D-NMs and 3D-NMs can be related to Gibbs free energy ΔG in equation 1 [11] 
using an Arrhenius equation.  

𝑑𝑁

𝑑𝑡
= 𝐴exp ( ∆G/(𝑘𝐵  T)  )= 𝐴 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

16𝜋𝛾3 𝑣2

3 𝑘𝐵
3  

𝑇2 (ln 𝑆)2)  … … ….      (1) 

where dN/dt refers to rate of nucleation N particles during t time, at T temperature and A is a pre-exponential factor. 
The second part of equation include more details, when reach solution for supersaturation S state, with molar volume 
v, and the surface energy γ which influence with charge distribution on the nuclei surface. The critical value of radius 
rcrti influence directly with the value of Gibbs free energy as reported in equation 2 by Nguyen et al. [11]: 

∆𝐺𝑐𝑟𝑡𝑖 =
4

3
 𝜋𝛾𝑟𝑐𝑟𝑡𝑖

2  … … … … … … ..         (2) 

The important of rcrti corresponds to limitation between precipitation NMs and re-dissolved nuclei in solution, thus it 
taken minimum size to accumulations atoms or molecules layer by layer to forming nano-particles NPs. 

4. Stages of growth of NMs 

Jitendra et al. [12] reported that the process of growth includes several stages every stage characterized by specific 
dimensions which start from zero-dimensional (0D) to three-dimensional (3D) in addition to two stages are centered 
one dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional (2D) respectively . The growth prefers to producing homogenous nuclei 
and that allowed to starting and ending the growth in the same times to achieving uniform size and structure, which is 
favorable in most applications [ 11].    

Figure 1, shows the process of growth when began with nuclei at 0D then 1D, to 2D and finally to 3D which decided the 
size, figure, charge distribution and surface area and that agree with many literatures [3-12]. The Roadmap for synthesis 
NMs by CHTs can be one when take care in the conditions of preparations which can produce 0D -NMs from bulk or 3D-
NMs or 3D-NMs from 0D-NMs while that include many limitations with PHTs. The precipitation of NMs were accrued 
spontaneously when the atomic concentration exceeds the supersaturation state causing the second stage in figure 1 
which represent by growth.   

Liane et al. reported that controlling the shape of a metal nanoparticle provides an effective strategy to control their 
catalytic properties which can be succeed in most of applications that required using it. The control did not limit to size 
but also the degree of crystal when prevent or at least reduce the amorphous structures [ 13] which mostly reduce the 
activity of crystal NPs. formation NPs after reach the supersaturation/ nuclei species required three steps Generation 
nuclei, Diffusion the nuclei to college different species for growth which required the third steps Adsorption [12] 
between each ether all of it calculate in equation 3, by diffusion Fick’s first law.  

J = [4π Dr (r+δ)] / δ * (Cb –Ci)  ……………….. (3) 

where the distance δ from the particle surface to the bulk concentration Cb of monomers within solution, and Ci refer 
to the concentration of monomers at the solid/ liquid interface, while Cr is the solubility of the particle. Thus, increase 
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of nuclear radius with existence of time for growth responsible to decide the critical radius, while diffusion-controlled 
decided uniformly size of NPs.  

 

Figure 1 Mechanism of forming NMs in three steps 

The Growth by active surface [14] include two mechanisms: Mono-nuclear growth, MNGs which depend on the surface 
area, and the growth accrued by complete layer before bullied the second layer with taken sufficient time for the growth 
and diffuse on the active surface. The ether mechanism was poly-nuclear growth, PNGs and that accrued with high 
concentration which is absolutely no way fast precipitation for second layer to growth before complete growth for first 
layer. The most important different between MNGs and PNGs is particle size and homogenous precipitations with less 
agglomeration [15]. 

5. Experimental conditions for control size of NMs  

 

Figure 2 The relationship between temperature and stirring speed with particle size of NMs  
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Sarah et al. [16] reported that heating and speed of stirring play important roles in reduce the size of NMs. Figure 2, 
shows that high temperature and high seed of stirring succeed to produces less volume of NMs while reduce heating or 
stirring causing increase the size of precipitation and enhance the agglomerations until reach to micro-size. The 
experimental condition can be applying by using many instruments such as stirring by magnetic stirrer or ultra-sonic 
water bath and any appeases that can be prevent the aggregates during precipitation. Sometimes the good choices of 
concentrations for materials and precipitations reagent can play important roles towards easiest forming of NMs.   

6. Conclusion 

Nanomaterials NMs are used in huge applications for industrial, biomedical, and electronic and environmental 
applications. However, all of strategies of synthesizing these materials seeking for quantities value which a chive the 
commercial benefits but qualities and sensitivity for specific qualities still the critical requirement for nanotechnology. 
Each material will nucleate and grow depending on its environment of precipitation such as pH, concentration of solute, 
concentration of precipitation agent, and temperature, any change on any one until small value can completely change 
the mechanisms. the progress of rapid development research in Various methods offering different kinds for making 
specific control for selective types, shapes, properties, and quantities of NMs in all applications. 
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